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Abstract: There is a lot of focus on intermodal transportation, maritime efficiency and port governance in the literature, but there is little regarding how to
plan and coordinate activities in ports, especially in the context of small and medium sized ports. This paper will approach the planning tasks in port by using
knowledge from the well-investigated field of planning and control in manufacturing and make use of the structure of strategic, tactical and operational planning, but relating this to the non-hierarchical setup found in most smaller ports.
The paper finds that the general planning functions found in manufacturing planning and control can be applicable if approached as a way to align capacity and
demand, and not focusing on the methods in the planning functions.
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Introduction

Historically, ports in Denmark and Europe have been owned by the government and
have primarily operated as landlord for other companies and as provider of dock and
crane resources [1]. Because the port authorities have operated as landlords, they have
had little focus on developing and streamlining the operations in the ports. Specifically
there has been little focus on improving the competiveness of the logistic system, as
they have not been taking part in this aspect, as stated by the port management of the
case port. The lack of involvement in the logistic activities has meant there is no systematic coordination within the port system. In the manufacturing industry, planning
and control (P&C) have been used for many years to aide companies with aligning
capacity and demand as well as coping with uncertainties and inventory [2]. When
identifying how smaller ports operate in Scandinavia, it is clear there is no tradition for
using P&C methods. Most planning and execution is done ad-hoc, resulting in nonoptimal utilisation of resources. In addition, a port is a service provider, and is required
to have certain resources, so it is important to ensure that these are utilised optimally.
There is a large base of literature relating to the optimisation of larger ports, see
review by Stahlbock & Voß [3], however, Danish ports are small and medium-sized
ports, which may make the use of large port literature difficult, as the complexity of the
methods in the literature is often on high level.
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Small and medium sized ports have not received much attention either in academia
or in politics. One reason is that the focus in maritime transport research has been on
globalisation. Especially the Europe/Asia container traffic have received a lot of attention, with ports as Rotterdam, Antwerp, Hong Kong and Shanghai being heavily represented in academia. The literature regarding these ports, have focussed on large-scale
operations, with use of very advanced mathematical models and computer systems to
control the container terminals [4], [5] and [6]. The problem is not the quality of these
methods and models, but rather that smaller ports do not have the resources required to
make use of these methods, and that introducing computer systems and mathematical
models in ports that are not prepared for this can have negative consequences. Another
case for discussion is how much the methods benefit the small ports in terms of monetary and competitive value. With a much lower volume, the total benefit for e.g. a 1%
cost reduction from a mathematical model does not have the same effect as it does in a
multimillion-dollar enterprise, in terms of payback.
Therefore, there is a need for developing the small ports both in terms of strategy,
but also in terms of planning and coordination, inside the port and in the supply chain.
Brooks et al. [7] defines collaboration and coordination as the two most important parameters in smaller ports, collaboration can be defined as the strategic frame for enabling tactical and operational coordination. However since a port is a non-hierarchical
system, it might prove difficult to use traditional P&C methods directly.
This paper addresses the issue of using planning and control methods for aligning
capacity and demand in smaller ports. This is done by defining and understanding characteristics the port environment and analysing the applicability of P&C functions. The
characteristics of a small Danish port will be analysed to find the unique profile and
thereby give the opportunity to define how the different production P&C tools and
methods can be applied to a port system. Further, it will provide an understanding of
the nature of a port system, which can provide the knowledge of how to optimise and
reconfigure it.
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Theoretical background

Keeping the production data such as demand, supply, product, inventory, accounting,
costing, lead-time, and routing in an integrated manner, these systems have become the
central systems widely implemented in manufacturing environments.
Manufacturing Planning and Control (MPC) is an overall approach, which control everything from material management, scheduling of machine capacity, suppliers, and human resources to find the best solution. Besides the physical material flow, the flow of
information also needs to be taken into consideration [2]. MPC Systems are generally
described as being divided into three time horizons, these being strategic planning, tactical planning and operational planning [8], [9]. Generally, planning and control (P&C)
aims for matching customer demand with supply of products and materials in terms of
timing, volume, and quality [10]. Different P&C paradigms have been proposed in the
literature. However, the hierarchical P&C paradigm has become an accepted P&C
structure in many medium and large companies [11], by coordinating the material flow
and capacity for optimal outputs levels. This paradigm is mainly implemented with the
Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRPII) framework, which is the basic logic behind

the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems. The majority of the modern manufacturing firms use MRP II/ ERP systems for production P&C activities [12]. The MRP
II framework is a well-known model that consists of interconnected material and capacity P&C functions with hierarchical guidelines, in different time frames and aggregations [2]. As the purpose is to define a P&C system for smaller ports, this framework
will be further analysed.
The MRP II system segments the P&C tasks in to three time frames; strategic (1-12
months), tactical (1 week - 3 months) and operational (1-5 days), [8]. The structure lies
in both the length of the planning horizon as well as the level of data aggregation. The
aggregation levels depends on the time horizon, and thereby the uncertainty. P&C is
made for a hierarchical system setup, and since a port is not necessarily a hierarchical
system, there might be some challenges in adapting this concept. However, in P&C the
central tasks or functions are generic to any environment. These different planning tasks
and functions are required to align a company’s setup to the demand for products and
handle different parts of the planning processes according to when and where it is required. E.g. aligning capacity of resources with the strategic demand, committing actual
demand to different time fences in the production system’s capacity and ensuring correct inventory levels at required time fences. Based on primarily Vollmann et. al [2]:
 The long term planning is necessary for planning the overall capacity. This include
equipment, buildings, suppliers, and so forth. These decisions set the parameters for
responding to current and future customer demand. In the long-term planning phase,
Resource Planning, Demand Management, Sales and Operations Planning, and Master Production Scheduling (MPS) functions exists.
 The mid-term planning in MPC combines the detailed material planning and the detailed capacity planning in order to create a plan to satisfy customer demand. This
means coordinating the supply and demand with the production capacity, levels of
raw material and finished goods. Here the functions involves Detailed Material Planning, Detailed Capacity Planning, and Material and Capacity Plans. To ensure success, it is important to communicate with the customers and the suppliers about expected delivery times and quantities [2].
 In the short-term planning the scheduling of resources (time, people, material, equipment, and facilities) is done on detail, which is required in the production plan. Here
the function of the Shop-Floor Systems and the Supplier Systems exists.
All functions have varying importance depending on the environment in which they
are applied, and varying detail level. Any environment will therefore have a unique
profile depending on its characteristics.
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Case description from a port system

The port system is configured around handling cargo transformation between land and
sea, and is made up of several companies handling different tasks. It is necessary to
understand how the port system is organised, as this greatly influences how the different
tasks are planned and executed, and how information can be propagated in the port
system. The amount of autonomous companies present in the operations is one of the
larger challenges in attempting to plan tasks in a port. Firstly, the companies mostly

operate in a craftsman’s type fashion where they go from job to job, without planning
the activities. This gives some challenges when coordinating the actual move of goods,
as there is no clear responsibility as to who have the overall planning responsibility.
This is especially true in the situations where there are several actors involved in the
port operations, which is most bulk and special cargo transport transformation operations. In the container terminal there is typically one actor, but the interfacing with
mainly the landside and the arrival of trucks, presents some of the same coordination
challenges, such as the timing of arriving trucks and the placement of containers in the
container inventory. To illustrate the different planning functions in the port system,
each actor and their involvement in the system are explained:
 Shipping broker: A shipping broker is an agency that provides transport solutions
for customers, either by booking transport in the market or by providing some services themselves. In some cases, the shipping agent facilitates the booking of the
transport activities and coordination of these activities to meet delivery deadlines
etc. In other cases, the shipping agent is only hired to handle the cargo transformation, and the shipping line or other supply chain actor books the necessary
transport solutions. Seen from the port system the shipping agent often have a coordinating role.
 Terminal services: This is cranes, dockworkers and other equipment required to
services ships and trucks at the dockside. Different companies own these
 Truck transport: These operate within or in connection to the port, the owner of
the goods or a shipping broker most often hires these. Currently they arrive when it
fits their own plans combined with deadlines for cargo submission and withdrawal
in the ports.
 Shipping line: The company that owns and operate the ship. Ships are as trucks
often hired by the owner of the cargo or on their behalf hired by brokers. Some ships
are however also operating on regular shipping routes. These routes are controlled
by the shipping lines and are based on market demand.
 Port authorities: The port authority is the owner of the land and docks. They are
also the authority, which control and manage the waters in and around the port, giving permission and overseeing the ships in these waters. Further, they are landlords
for most companies operating in the port system.
 Support services: There are many different support services offered to both ships
and companies in the port system. Ships can receive supplies, repair crews and other
related services. Depending on the service, different companies handle this, and both
the port authority and the shipping broker can facilitate contact for the ships.
 Warehousing: Is an essential service in port, as it provides a possibility for creating
distribution functions or a temporary storage space when sending and receiving large
quantities of goods, which is often the case in ports. Further it also possible to use
warehousing as a consolidation function, batching smaller quantities of cargo with
other small shipments, so the utilisation of ship and container space becomes higher
and the cost lower.
Besides the description of the different resources involved in servicing a ship, Figure
1 gives a simple overview of the resources. The resources are handled by different companies, depending on the types of goods. Common for these resources are that they are

very expensive, making resource utilisation an important factor. The resources all influence each other as they are used in all operations, which also means that the operations are dependent on each other, underlining the need for coordination.
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Fig. 1. The boxes are resources and companies, and the circle represents the port system.

One major problem regarding the organisation of resources is the many different owners with different priorities, which means the planning and the coordination is segmented from the resources. Even though, some of the ports P&C system can be defined
on a hieratical level, this is not entire the possible due to the structure of the port system.
Furthermore, planning becomes even more challenging as most of the actors in the port
system uses calendar based planning, where they put in ship arrivals and make loose
plans regarding resources and personnel around these events. The information in the
calendar is based on sales orders issued through the shipping agent, and the port authority’s monitoring system for approaching ships. However, the information available
in the monitoring system is not actively communicated to all parties in an organised
way, which means it is not used to keep the existing plans updated. Further, the
knowledge about how to handle the specific orders is based on silent knowledge accumulated within the operational staff in the port.
Olesen et al [13] proposes an implementation of a form of centralized platform for
information sharing. This will improve the coordination that handles information about
the flow of goods. In the current setting there are challenges with communicating this
information to the workers early enough to plan other activities before committing resources to service an incoming ship. Also not all resources need to be present as soon
as the ship docks. By centralising the information flow, it will be easier to make a feasible plan for the common resources, and thereby easier for companies at the port to
plan based on ship arrival and crane and dock availability. However, to ensure the correct use of such an information-sharing tool, it is important to have an overview of the
different functions needing information. Therefore, the following will give a structured
overview of the planning activities in the port system.
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Defining the planning environment in a port system

The reason for utilising P&C is to be able to create a model that allows configuration
of a planning environment in a port. A review of intermodal operations research have
been done by Macharis & Bontekoning [14], where they also focus on the three time
horizons of strategic, tactical and operational which align with the effort in this paper,
however, in this paper the planning functions from the MPC are added to be able to
relate operations with a planning task. Planning is necessary, as ports are very dynamic
environments were a lot of different transport actors come and go every day. This builds
in an uncertainty into the system that lacks a mechanism to plan and re-plan activities
according to demand and delivery of goods and services in a close to real-time manner.
Another issue regarding the lack of P&C in ports is the ability to measure, evaluate and
compare operations in the port with other similar ports. By creating a structured environment with variables and functions, the performance control will also be structured
and be comparable.
The port system and the cases have been described to show the need for planning
and coordination in the small to medium sized port environment. With that in mind the
cases are related to the planning functions mentioned in Vollmann [2]. The main challenges found in the case port are:
 Aligning port activity with incoming ships and trucks
 Pushing information about activities in the port to external partners
 Planning of shared resources and individual activities
 Coordination and sequencing
In reference to the case description, it is also evident that the planning functions are
relevant in the port environment. However, the use of MRP as the engine is not relevant
as there is no BOM and thereby material requirements calculations. Further, the MPC
model also implies a hierarchical setup, which is not present in most ports. These factors
means that MPC is not directly transferable to this context. However, since it is a system
made up of resources, processes, products and demand it is comparable to the MPC
when looking purely at the planning functions. The MPC functions are translated in
Table 1 to a comparable function in a port setting. It is important to stress that it is only
the concept of aligning capacity and demand in all planning faces, and this approach
does not expect to make use of all methods and tools attributed to each planning function in a P&C environment.
The frame of the MPC model is very descriptive of what is relevant when planning
in any type of environment, as it at simplest is a time fencing of activities segmented
into resources, capacity and materials. In the port system, resources and capacity also
apply and materials are the goods passing through the port.
The MPC framework is hierarchical, which the port system is not. Therefore, this
cannot be applied directly on the port system. However, all planning activities are still
relevant to all industries. Therefore, only the hierarchical perspective of the framework
cannot be applied. Table 1 shows the function of the port system applied in a P&C
contests, with especially focus on the MPC framework.
Relating the port system to the planning functions and the time frames, it becomes
evident that one of the major challenges is to assign responsibility for the different

planning functions. However, since the port system is fragmented, most of these functions in the strategic and tactical layer would have to be handled by the port authority
and the shipping broker, as these have contact with all partners.
Table 1. An interpretation of the MPC system in a port context.

Port Function

MPC Function

Purpose

Port System Planning
Resource Planning
Hinterland management
Port system capacity check

Sales and operations planning
Resource planning
Demand management
Master production
scheduling

Port Data System

Detailed material
planning
Detailed capacity
planning
Material and capacity plans
Shop floor systems
Vendor systems

The port strategy based on input from demand
and resource planning (Strategic)
The alignment of resources to port strategy and
forecasted demand (Strategic)
Creating and finding demand in the port’s hinterland (Strategic)
The aggregation of the strategic demand sorted
into time fences with capacity check on the resources. (Tactical)
The commitment of resources to certain ship arrivals in a common data platform. (Tatical)
Booking of capacity in relations to production orders within time fences. (Tactical)
List of ship arrivals, with details of cargo and actors, sorted into time fences. (Tactical)
The order and timing of actions and the execution of these (Operational)
Information sharing system between all actors related to specific jobs. (Operational)

Port capacity
planning
Arrival manifest
Coordination/ sequencing
Port Data system
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Discussion and Conclusion

The paper discuss P&C as a method for coordinating activities in a port. The elements
of the well-described MPC are used to illustrate the planning functions and the aggregations levels. Because of the expectation of a hierarchical system structure in the MPC
model, it is not entirely applicable to the non-hierarchical port system. However, the
general purpose of the planning functions is to align capacity and demand in different
aggregations, and this is what the port system need. Therefore, the port system should
make use of the overall approach of the MPC planning functions, placed in the port
context as in Table 1. The motivation behind this approach is to utilise a well-known
model to create a general approach for ports to align their activities. Some of the elements within the MPC model are not relevant in relation to a port service system, such
as the MRP logic, but the method for aligning capacity and demand on the three different time scales, is highly relevant.
When the timing of a ship arrival changes the information has difficulty permeating
through the port system. The reason for this is two-fold, firstly is the lack of information
sharing amongst the partners. Secondly is the lack of methods to understand, plan and
re-plan the activities based on the available information. This is why the ability to think

in strategic, tactical and operational time frames are essential, as well as the ability to
match capacity with demand and operational execution.
To utilise the P&C features, a method is created that will allow a structured approach to identify how to handle certain events within a P&C system. This is done by
defining the tasks in a port, e.g. loading and unloading containers, stone or grain. The
difference between these tasks is not large, but the demand and supply structures are
different, and the need for equipment and resources are also different. Further, each
type of goods going through the port have a unique requirement in terms of services
and tools required to perform these services.
This paper presents a new way of looking at planning and coordination in a port and
this method needs to be tested in a port system. Further, a framework based on these
findings needs to be created, in order to present a planning and coordination model that
applies fully to a port system, considering the non-hierarchical structure.
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